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Introduction from the Ombudsman, Judi Jones

Recommendations
1. Introducing a pass-through requirement for connection and fault rectification rebates.
2. Developing requirements that address the impact on consumers who experience recurring
faults, intermittent service and drop outs.
3. Mandating priority assistance timeframes across all service types to ensure all parties in
the supply chain are accountable for meeting the needs of priority assistance customers.
4. Introducing a public reporting requirement to incentivise compliance with priority
assistance obligations.
x
5. Requiring the rebate to be automatically passed through to the affected consumer, for
example as a bill credit or a cash rebate.
6. Ensuring that providers are prohibited from requiring or requesting consumers to waive
their entitlements to rebates.
7. Aligning the connection rebate cap with the timeframes outlined in the ACMA’s NBN
Service Migration Determination.
8. Introducing a public reporting requirement related to appointments, connections and
fault repair across the supply chain.

1. Rebates should compensate consumers directly

Missed appointments

Delayed connections and fault repair

•
•
•
•
•

Case Study A – So Yoon* eventually connected after many technicians
attended4
So Yoon applied for NBN home phone and internet services with GoodTel*. GoodTel scheduled a
connection appointment a few days later. The technician who attended the appointment told So Yoon they
could not connect her because her internal wiring needed an upgrade. Based on this advice, So Yoon
arranged for a private technician to upgrade her internal wiring that day, so GoodTel arranged for another
technician to attend in two weeks.
The second technician who attended could not complete the connection because of problems with
GoodTel’s cabling. So Yoon reported this to GoodTel who organised for a more appropriately qualified
technician to attend in another two weeks. This third technician said that they also could not fix the
problem because a more specialised technician was required. So Yoon called GoodTel who apologised and
scheduled a new appointment a week later.
In frustration, So Yoon contacted the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO) for help. As GoodTel
still had not connected So Yoon after referral of the complaint, the TIO began conciliation.
During conciliation, GoodTel arranged three additional technician appointments. Each time the technician
kept the appointment, but gave different advice to So Yoon about why the connection could not be
completed. Four months and many appointments later, the TIO was able to confirm So Yoon’s services
were properly connected and closed the complaint.
*Name of individuals, organisations and companies have been changed

Recommendation 1

Recurring faults, intermittent service and drop outs

Case Study B – Permanently fixing Shiny Locks’* intermittent fault8
Shiny Locks is a small hairdressing business and has a landline connection with WowCall. Shiny Locks began
receiving emails and social media messages saying customers could not call through. Shiny Locks was
unable to receive calls for an entire day at a time and at other times only a few calls would come through
for the day.
After Shiny Locks reported the intermittent drop out issue to WowCall, WowCall set up a diversion to a
mobile phone. The diversion stopped working after one day. WowCall then provided Shiny Locks with a
temporary phone. This also stopped working after a day. Shiny Locks had several conversations with
WowCall to try to resolve the problem. Even after two technicians came to the salon, the problem
continued for another six weeks.
Shiny Locks raised a complaint with the TIO. WowCall reinstated the diversion to the mobile phone but
then, believing the problem was resolved, turned off the diversion without telling Shiny Locks. Shiny Locks
experienced the intermittent drop out problem several times for a month, and became increasingly
frustrated as the diversion service kept being turned off without a permanent solution.
After Shiny Locks escalated the complaint with the TIO, the intermittent drop out issue was permanently
resolved. WowCall and Shiny Locks disagreed about how the CSG applied to the delayed fault repair, but a
payment was agreed that reflected the entire period of the disruption.
*Name of individuals, organisations and companies have been changed
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Priority assistance

•

•

•

Case Study C – Priority assistance service disconnected by Brite Talk*12
Kylo applied to migrate his phone and internet services to the NBN with his existing provider, Brite Talk.
Brite Talk scheduled an appointment for a technician to install the connection. When the agreed
connection date arrived, Kylo’s services were disconnected and no one showed up. Brite Talk made four
different appointments after this, but each time the agreed date arrived, no one came. Kylo kept reminding
Brite Talk that he was a priority assistance customer, but Kylo still had no services four weeks after his
migration application.
Kylo became frustrated and called the TIO. Kylo explained that he has a life threatening medical condition
and lives in a rural area with poor mobile coverage. The TIO referred Kylo’s complaint to Brite Talk as
urgent. A few days later, the TIO contacted Kylo to check he had received an interim service. Kylo said
another technician had been scheduled, but they did not turn up and he had not been offered an interim
service. The TIO began working with Brite Talk and Kylo to urgently conciliate the complaint.
During the conciliation, Brite Talk gave the consumer a mobile phone as Brite Talk disagreed there were
mobile coverage issues. Kylo tried to use the mobile phone but it would not work in his area. When TIO
requested that Brite Talk provide a suitable alternative interim service, Brite Talk agreed to send Kylo a
satellite phone. When Kylo received the satellite phone, the TIO closed the urgent issue and continued to
conciliate the issue of customer compensation.
*Name of individuals, organisations and companies have been changed
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2. The consumer experience of receiving a rebate should be seamless

•
•
•
•
•
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3. The time is right for an integrated approach to consumer compensation

•
•
•
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4. Public reporting obligations

•
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